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The Benefits of MCERTS 
Certification are Numerous 

• Enables process operators to 
meet environmental permit 
requirements

• Supports monitoring 
personnel to demonstrate their 
competence

• Assists manufacturers and 
suppliers to demonstrate their 
products meet EA standards 

• Helps increase sales 
opportunities as recognition of 
the MCERTS scheme expands 
worldwide

Without a roadmap, the path to compliance for environmental measurement can 
be inefficient and costly. It could potentially delay environmental permits and 
fray the confidence of regulators along the way. But the Environmental Agency’s 
(EA) Monitoring Certification Scheme (MCERTS) offers a proven framework 
for manufacturers and service providers, industrial process operators, and 
monitoring personnel to meet the EA’s performance requirements. As the EA 
designated partner to perform MCERTS certifications, inspections, and audits, 
CSA Group can guide you through the route to certification. 

What is it? Why do you Need It?

MCERTS is a key part of the EA’s Operating Monitoring Assessment (OMA) 
scheme. Built on established European and international standards, it is designed 
to strengthen EA auditing of operators’ self-monitoring arrangements for industrial 
processes required under the Environmental Permitting Regulations (EPR).  

The MCERTS framework 
for navigating your way to 
compliance
Ensuring environmental measurement performance 
meets quality requirements

E N V I R O N M E N TA L

It includes performance certification of continuous emissions monitoring systems 
(CEMs), continuous ambient air monitoring systems (CAMs), portable emissions 
monitoring equipment, continuous water monitoring systems (CWMs), and 
environmental data management software.

The MCERTS Mark 
You Need 
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THE MCERTS FRAMEWORK FOR NAVIGATING 
YOUR WAY TO COMPLIANCE

Contact Us

+44 (0) 1244 670 900
mcerts@csagroup.org 
csagroupuk.org

Put CSA Group’s industry-leading 
knowledge and experience to work  
for your products.

Supplier Product 
Performance 
Certification

Supports Use of EPR- 
Specified Products

Enables Higher OMA 
Scores

Operator Self-
Monitoring of Flow 

Assessment & 
Certification

Supports Compliance 
with EA Operator 
Flow Monitoring 
Requirements

Personnel 
Certification for 
Manual Stack 

Emission Monitoring

Supports Compliance with EA Personnel Certification 
Requirements for Stack-Emission Monitoring

Increases the Overall Competence of Those Involved in 
MCERTS and Environmental Permitting

Supports Individual & Organisational Recognition & 
Advancement Goals

Compliance with Environmental Permitting Regulations (EPR)

Greater Public Confidence, Regulatory Certainty, Business Sustainability

Personnel  Training

MCERTS Framework for Compliance

Your Route to Product Certification with CSA Group 

As the EA’s designated partner to perform MCERTS certifications, inspections, training, and other assessments, our expert 
team is here to help you get your products to market as cost-effectively as possible. We do this by following a clearly-defined 
certification process that is structured to maximise efficiency and predictability, while ensuring rigorous performance evaluation.

Initial 
Discussion of 
Your Needs

Certification 
Committee 
Evidence 
Review

Implementation
Audit and 

Data Review 
Certification

CSA Group meets with you to identify 
the most cost-effective path forward

We perform the MCERTS audit, 
including assessment of test reports 

and MCERTS evidence 

 We review the existing 
compliance evidence and 

work with you to plan further 
testing if needed

If new testing is required, it is 
completed and the results submitted 
to our team 

Your certificate is issued 
when all MCERTS 
requirements are verified 
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